Shelters
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A-Frame Shelte

The simplest shelter is the
A-Frame shelter. We just tie
a rope between two trees (or
poles) to make a ridge line
and drape the tarp over the
rope.
Then we peg out the four
corners and make sure
everything is tight.
We will look at the knots we
use to set up the shelter on
the next page.

If the weather is cold or windy we
can make this shelter much better
by closing in one of the ends.
We do this by pegging the tarp
down about 2 foot back from the
corners at one end of the tarp.
Then tying the loose flaps together to make a closed end.
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Lean-To Shelte
The setup for a Lean-To
shelter is very similar to an
A-Frame shelter.
This time we peg the corners
of one side of the tarp to the
ground and the other side we
peg to guylines.
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Tying a Guylin

If we are using plastic sheeting or tarps we will need
to tie our guylines to the
plastic.
To do this we take a small
smooth object (e.g. a stone,
pine cone, rotten wood,
etc.) and wrap the tarp
around it.
Then we tie a loop around
the wraped object with the
end of our guyline.
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Plough P
Shelter
We use this as a two person shelter.
Tie the tarp to a tree at
about hip height and peg
the diagonally opposite
corner to the ground.
Fold the two remaining
corners in to make a floor
inside the shelter.
The more of the corners
you fold in the narrower
your shelter will be.
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tied to our ridge
line, we can push
the knot along the
ridge line but if we
pull on the ends the
knot will lock and not
move.
So we tie the ends to
our tarp and use it to
pull our tarp tight.
1. We fold our rope in half (green rope)
and sit it behind our ridge line (white
rope).
2. Take the ends of the green rope and
3.
wrap them around the white ridge line
and then up through the green loop
(don’t pull the loop tight).
t
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3. Repeat this process again, wrapping
the green ends in front of the white
ridge line and up through the green
loop, now pull tight.
Then tie the ends to your tarp and slide
the Prusik knot along your ridge line to
pull the tarp tight.
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5. Turning your hand
over should have created
a loop around your hand.
6. We now want to reach
through our loop and
over the red end to grab
the white end of our rope.
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The red end will be the ridge line (also
called the static end). The white end is
the working end and is what we will use
to tie our knot.
1. Bring the rope around the tree with the
white (working) end to the left.
2. Sit the two ends on your right hand,
wrap the white end under and over your
hand.
3. Bring your hand under the red ridge
line with your palm still facing up. (Use
your left hand to keep the tail of the
white end pulled to the left.)
4. & 5. Then rotate your hand around the
red ridge line so your hand is over the
ridge line with your fingers pointing left.

7. We pull the white end
of our rope through our
loop, but we don’t pull it
all the way.
8. We want to end up with
a loop of the white end.

8.
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4.
When we have pulled the knot tight (again
don’t pull all of the white end through our
loop) then we can slide it up against the tree.
If we pull on the white end of the rope the
knot will come undone but we can pull very
hard on the red end.
To make the knot more secure we can put a
toggle in the white ends loop and pull the
loop tight around the toggle.
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Ridge Line
Knotot to finish a ridge line
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Now the white end should have
gone around the tree, around
the red end, back around the
tree and up through the gap between the tree and the red end.

2.

5. Next we bring the white end
over where it wrapped around
the red ridge line and then under
the ridge line.

The red line is the ridge line
(static end) and the white end
(working end) is what we will
tie the knot with.
1. We pass the rope
around the tree and pull
as tight as we can.

5.

3.

6. Now we pull a loop of the
white end through the loop we
just created.
7. Pull the knot tight.

2. Then we wrap the
white (working) end
around the red end and
3. pass the white end
back around the tree.

To undo the knot we just pull on
the white end.

4.
Pull the rope as tight as
you can.
4. Pass the white end up
through the gap between
the tree and where we
wrapped around the red
end.

When we pull a rope tight
around a tree we must put a
barrier between the rope and the
tree to stop the rope damaging
the bark.
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Guyline Hitch
This knot lets us
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5. & 6 .When we
pass the white end
through the hole
we pull tight.

3.

When we push
the knot it will
slide but when we
pull on the loop it
won’t move.
We put our pegs
through the loop.

Keep it Tight
4.
The red end is the long bit of the guyline
going back to the tarp. The white end is the
part we will tie the knot with.
1. First we fold the rope back on itself to
make a loop at the end of our guyline. The
white end is on the right.
2. & 3. Then we wrap the white end of the
rope under and around the red end three
times(only wrap around the red end). When
we are wrapping we wrap down the
guyline, away from the tarp.
4. & 5. Then we pass the white end over our
loop and up through the hole we just created.

6.

Shelter Tips

Shelters must be tight or they will let water pool on them when it
rains.

Keep it Covered

Make sure that your ground sheet doesn’t stick out passed your roof
or when it rains the water will flow right into your gear.

Keep the Wind Out

When you are camping in a valley keep in mind that the wind will
almost always blow down the valley at night, even if it doesn’t during
the day.

Don’t Keep it Blue

Blue tarps are the easiest to buy but they stand out in the forest and
look terrible, buy green or black tarps instead. We are creating an
atmosphere of adventure for our scouts and these tarps weaken that.
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Keep it Inside (Somet

We can make a Beaver slumber night a little different by getting the
beavers to make shelters in the den and use tables for trees. This gets
them making and sleeping in shelters without any problems of cold.

